
IN-HOUSE DRAINAGE REHABILITATION 
FOR PROPERTIES
Offering solutions for complete restoration of your building's drainage.

Damp walls?
Cracks or subsidence?

Mould formation?
We can help.



INTERNAL DRAINAGE RESTORATION

drainage problems are not 
always apparent. Sometimes a 
condition may only be confirmed 
through a professional 
inspection.

How DrainsAid can help

We offer a range of CCTV 
investigations specifically for 
internal drainage, including 
Push-Rod and See-Snake 
surveys.
We have also completed

PICOTE - The perfect solution for internal drainage repairs
Picote specialise in the rehabilitation of small diameter drains, which lends itself perfectly to be used 
domestic properties including  houses and high-rise flats, as well as commercially in hotels, hospitals and 
schools.

INNOVATIVE DRAIN & SEWER RENOVATION

Rehabilitate your property's 
drainage without dirt, noise or 
disruption.

Damp walls, musty odours 
and mould formation are 
common types of damage in 
buildings.

This is often caused by 
leaking waste water pipes, 
from which waste water leaks 
into the surrounding such as 
walls and ceilings as well as 
the building stock. 

How will i know if my property 
has internal drainage 
problems?

Drainage issues may be 
spotted by the presence of 
damp or the appearance of 
cracks on your walls or floors. 
Slow drainage, rust in water 
and smelly drains may also 
indicate pipe decay. 
However, the signs of

specialist training in the rehab- 
ilitation of internal drain pipes. 

Our Picote and Brawoliner 
products have the ability to 
eliminate any existing or 
potential damage within your 
building's drainage system.

These products allow us to 
restore your property's 
drainage without the need for 
excavation. Avoiding dirt, noise 
and disruption.

Saves time and money compared 
to replacement options.

Environmentally friendly process 
as the materials used are non-
toxic. 

No excavation is needed, which 
saves time and avoids dirt, noise & 
disruption. 
For horizontal and vertical 
down pipes.
Rooms remain inhabitable 
during the process.
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PICOTE - Brush Coating
Easy, fast and reliable.
This system is a quick and effective way of renovating anything from 
small lined connections, to entire piping systems within a property. 

It can be used to coat both lined and unlined pipes (from DN32 - 
DN200) by applying a specialist, solid epoxy directly to the pipe's 
internal surface.

The coating forms a new layer inside the original pipe leaving it damp 
proof, as well as corrosion and wear-resistant. 

DrainsAid previously used the Picote Brush Coating System to 
renovate and seal leaking pipes for a major international hotel chain.

PIPE REHABILITATION IS A MATTER OF TRUST!
The quality of a restoration works depends on the materials used and the quality of service provided by a 
company. At DrainsAid, our staff recieve regular training,have the appropriate installation equipment and 
motivated to ensuring all work is completed to the highest standard.

INNOVATIVE DRAIN & SEWER RENOVATION

AFTER CLEANING AFTER COATING

Quality Products & Service
DrainsAid have completed specialist training in the entire range of Picote products and services, therefore 
we are fully equipped to tackle all defects your building's pipes may encounter.

Picote Maxi Miller
The small but powerful miller range can 
remove soft blockages, tree roots, tough scale 
and calcium build-up from your property's 
internal drainage system.

Picote Lateral Cutters
Allow us to accurately shape small openings 
without damaging the original pipes within the 
building.   

BEFORE
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